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stan larson of the university of utahs marriott library and patricia
larson have made available the complete firsthand account of david 0
mckay s missionary experiences the greatest contribution of what eer
thou art act well thy partpartisis that for the first time missionary diaries
have been published of someone who at the time was not a general author-
ity but who later became a president of the LDS church xxxi

As a biographer of ofmckaysmckays education I1 read these journals some time
ago on microfilm a formidable task because as mckay himself admitted
some of his penmanship is illegible the reader could more deeply appre-
ciate the editors work if a copy of an original page from mckay s journal
had been reproduced in this edited version angleangieanile larson the larsons
daughter in law transcribed the text with painstaking accuracy her exac-
titude and careful attention to detail such as where mckay originally wrote
one word crossed it out and wrote a different word above produces a gen-
uine rendition ofofmckaymckays s thoughts

this volume is a handy well annotated compilation ofprimaryofprimary source
material that is easy to read and attractively presented additional resources
such as other missionary journals and explanations of places and terms are
invaluable in placing mckay s words in context the interpretation of sev-
eral scottish expressions add clarity for example I1 had no idea that travel-
ers were head lice or champetchampit tattles were mashed potatoes

in addition meticulous research of related material gives a more com-
plete picture of the young mckay s missionary experiences for instance
his account of angelic ministration during a priesthood meeting is but-
tressed by numerous other eyewitness accounts with academic care the
larsons leave us with a rich account of an LDS mission experience during
the last few years of the nineteenth century 1897 99 the reader
empathizesempath izes with young mckay following the growth of this rural utahn as
he exhibits an emerging sense of humor the beginnings of a poetic style
and a refinement that becomes the hallmark of his later demeanor fur-
thermorethermore one can also observe germinating in the mission field the faith
that sustained david 0 mckay as the president of the church

some missionary behavior in mckaymckays s day varied from that of modern
missionaries who adhere to twenty hirstfirstbirst century mission rules for example
sightseeingsight seeing was a common nineteenth century missionary activity and
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mckay certainly indulged in it but present day missionaries can sympa-
thize with and gain encouragement from his insights most would find it
comforting that a future prophet declared I11 I do dislike tractingtrading there is

nothing pleasant about it 81 likewise missionaries will take solace in
evidence of moments of homesickness gloominess and discouragement
interspersed in his diaries As mckay rises above such feelings his words
pull at heartstringsheartstrings giving hope to those in similar situations the diary
excerpts reveal an inexperienced elder giving his first blessing performing
his first wedding ceremony and dressing the dead

mckay s keen ability to laugh at himself brought comfort as he tractedbracted
the streets of his ancestral home for example after one street meeting he
commented our singing failed to bring anyone around in fact it drove
them away 138 on another occasion when frustrated with the scottish
saints mckay tells future readers if one would judge our church by the
actions of some of the members in glasgow he would shun it as he would
the hottest corner ofofhjofhH I11 165 combined wit and a developing poetic
style delight the reader in interspersed stanzas such as

all missionaries know this stubborn fact
to offer a catholic a gospel tract

Is like pouring water down the small ofyourof your back
such a look does he get as the door goes smack 23

through the diaries the reader catches an essence of the emerging
refinement and cultural sensitivity for which president mckay was known
ever moved by beauty mckay includes frequent quotes from robert burns
and openly appreciates the arts and natural beauty of scotland however
his eyes are also opened to a material and spiritual poverty he had not
encountered prior to his mission he describes a visit to a poorhouse his
disgust at seeing a woman picking fleas from her body and the devastating
effects of alcohol that soulsoui destroying liquid 203 amidst these expe-
riencesriences mckay s testimony is strengthened as he sees the powerful effect of
the gospel on people s lives readers see a boy who went on a mission
mainly because he trusted his parents xix become a man who wit-

nessed the manifestation of the lords power 130

though mckay s words could stand on their own three introductory
essays by marion D hanks leonard J arrington and eugene england are
included the essays each offer appropriate and insightful forewords to
these diaries but england s lengthy essay seems to me to have an agenda
while he certainly raises interest in the diaries england struggles with the
issue of mckay being conservative moderate or liberal he states that his
central and crucial purpose is that these classifications be seen as good

words to describe the great range ofhisochisofhis ideas and the unique qualities ofhisochisof his
character not as limiting labels xx and describes president mckay s
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remarkable legacy that combined conservative devotion orthodox spiri-
tualitytuality and liberal perspective and courage however despite his apparent
attempt to be evenhanded ultimately he labels president mckay as the
most liberal and influential mormon prophet of the century axxxxx

this volume is masterfully edited but a few improvements might have
been made I1 agree with the larsons that these journals are real gems
xxxi however even mckay admits that on some days nothing very inter-

esting or important happened 88 A dated index ofimportantofimportant events and
correlating page numbers would have been helpful moreover though the
number of illustrations is impressive as a historian I1 was disappointed
that the dates for the illustrations were not included in addition the map
of scotland is difficult to read

notwithstanding these few suggestions I1 thank the larsons for the
unpolished image of an emerging prophet all who read what eerE er thou
art act well thy part will benefit by knowing david 0 mckay better
though he was uncertain about his future his missionary journals show
the growing confirmation and certainty of his testimony of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints the volume makes available to the casual
reader or mckay scholar a complete and accurate reference tool that will be
used for years
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